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1681. January 6.
The HERITOR Of the MILLof GLENASSEN against The TENANTS Of SPADO.

The heritor of the mill of Glenassen having pursued the tenants of Spado for

abstracted multures, and litiscontestation being made, and probation led; at ad-
vising of the cause, the lands of Spado were found thirled, but nothing was proved
as to the particular abstractions; which being objected, the pursuer answered, that

he having libelled particular quantities, the defender proponed his defence with-
out denying the quantities, which therefore freed the pursuer from proving there-
of, so that they must be holden as proved; for when defenders acknowlege not the
quantities, they do propone their defence denying the quantities. It was replied,
That though defenders are not so cautious sometimes, as to expressly deny the libel
or quantities, yet that never liberates the pursuer from proving, unless the nature of
the defence import an acknowlegement of the libel or quantities, as lawfully
poinded in a spuilzie, which acknowledgeth the defenders' intromission, but al-
legeth that it was warrantable, and so no spuilzie.

The Lords found, That the not denying the quantities did not acknowlege the
same, yet they granted commission to take the defenders' oaths in the country,
what were the true quantities of the abstractions,

Stair, v0, 2. P. 823

1681. December 1. M'PHERSON against M'INTosI of Stroan.

The late Marquis of Huntly having, in anno 1627, feued out the lands of Stroan
for a feu-duty, pro omni alio onere, &c. cun niulturis in the tenendas; Stroan continued
notwithstanding to come to the mill of the barony, and in anno 1628, the Marquis
took decreets against him for abstracted multures. In the year 1638 the Marquis
feued the mill, with the multures of the lands of Stroan, per expressum, to
M'Pherson of Ardbraylack, who pursued Stroan for abstracted multures.

The Lords found, That the feu-duty pro omni alio onere, with the clause cun
mzolendinis, &c. though in the tenendas, did liberate Stroan's lands of the astriction,
seeing thereby the disponer having so feued them without reserving the multures
is presumed to have disponed them ut optimas maxnas; but they found the pur-
suer's reply upon prescription relevant, and that it began to run after the decreet
for abstraction in favours of the Marquis, and consequently to the pursuer.

The defender having proponed interruption, by carrying his corns to some other
mill after the said decreet; and it being controverted, if for making up prescrip-
tion, the pursuer must prove, that the whole corns of the lands alleged to be thirled
for the space of forty years, were carried to his mill, so as the abstracting any part
would make interruption; or, if it be sufficient that some considerable part of the
corns yearly for forty years, was brought to that mill;
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